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Crime Near Conn Strapped
A Man Shot Within Walking
Distance of the College

STEPHANIE SCHWARTZ '12
staff writer
A tiny school tucked away in the
outskirts of New London, Connecticut College, for the most part, lives up
to its "bubble" nickname. However,
. certain world and national issues do
in fact penetrate this peaceful shield.
Thus, the current economic crisis raging across America is reaching Camels as well. Its effect on campus is

CLAIRE GOULD '10
managing editor

"All the departmental
budgets have been fixed
for the past few years,
and that is not going to
change, but the pool for
additional requests will
most likely be smaller."
bubbling under the surface this term.
Thankfully, due to the good planning
of the college's finance office and the
support of all departments on campus,
only a slight simmer will be felt here
at Conn next year.
For the current fiscal year, the college's $113 million budget is already
on track and will not see any major effect from the financial turmoil. Made

SEE E·CONN~OMY
contfnUed on prlge1hree

Inflation hinders.
student activities
at Conn

JAZMINE HUGHES '12
staff writer
Whenever someone talks about
Conn, the term "campus bubble" eventually arises [after the inevitable "Oh,
you mean UCONN? Go Huskies l"].
Connecticut College is the epitome

of an enclosed campus. New London
isn't a huge city to begin with; inevitably, there aren't many reasons to vacate the campus in search of fun. This
is why students work in their dorms,
play' in Cro, and live in the library.

SEE CRIME NEAR CONN
continued on page i'liree

Steamy Sidewalk
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. The Student Activities Fund, or a
pool of funds which are allocated to
SAC, the Houses, Classes and some
SGA approved clubs and organizations, has remained flat since the year
2000. However, since 2000, the US
has experienced inflation, which has
increased the cost of external entertainment that these groups bring to
campus, like bands, speakers, comedians and DJs, as well as the cost of
rental equipment for such events.
This inflation, combined with an increase in internal fees at the college,
. has lead to a much smaller "real"
budget for groups like SAC. Senior
Gili Ben- Yosef, Chair of the Student
Activities Council, said one of SAC's
biggest expenses this year (over 66%
of their current budget) has been the
required Campus Safety presence at
dances. Campus Safety charges $45
an hour per officer, with a minimum
charge of four hours, or $180. However, they also require two or three
officers to be on duty specifically for
dances. That adds up to a minimum
of $360 just in Campus Safety costs
for SAC, or any other group, to host
a dance in Cro. This price has almost
doubled since last year, and now consumes a huge portion of SAC and
other group budgets.
Right now, the minimum cost for
a basic, no-frills dance with only a
student DJ (rather than a hired professional), required Campus Safely
presence, and food and water, would
be around $600. For larger traditional
events like Winter Formal, costs are
in the thousands for decorations and a
professional DJ or band.
Ben- Yosef said, "SAC's number
one priority is the satisfaction of all
students. This has been extremely
challenging given our budgetary constraints as we would obviously like
to provide even more programming.
However, given these circumstances,
it is amazing to note the success SAC
has had so far this year."
However, SAC is not the only group
on campus who is being affected by
the stretched Student Activities Fund
budget and the heightened external
and internal costs to put on events.
In fall of 2003, around forty active
student clubs requested SGA funding.
This fall, over fifty-five clubs asked
for funding. Since the Student Activities Fund budget has remained fixed
while the number of clubs requesting funds has increased significantly,
the total allocation from the Finance
Committee to any given club has decreased. With fewer dollars, clubs are
having more difficulty putting on pro-

SEE STRAPPED

-Dana Wilson' 11
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Winter sports
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On-campus
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Letter From The Editor
Tom Hogarty Wasan inventive and
concerned Campus Safety director.
In my few conversations with him,
he spoke at length about his desire for
campus safety to take a smaller role in
the daily life at Connecticut College.
While this may seem like a crazy sentiment for a director to have (imagine
a principal whose goal it was to abolish teachers), in following lines I will
tell you why it's not.
For Mr. Hogarty, the Honor Code
was not something to be taken lightly.
While it's true that very few students
sneeze at the academic-side of the
Honor Code, the same cannot be said
for the social-side. Many students
don't even realize that the Honor Code
extends to social life, and the students
that do know this seem to conveniently forget from Thursday-Saturday.
But what if we were expected to
govern ourselves socially, like we
are academically? What if campus
safety, like so many of our professors,
left the room once the real test of our
mettles began. This is what Mr. Hogarty is arguing for. What he proposed
was keeping campus safety out of the
dorms completely, entering only when
they were called.
The comparison between the two
situations doesn't hold up in every
aspect. Obviously, when it comes
to drinking there are certain circumstances where a campus safety officer's presence could be the difference between life and death. When
students are left alone in a classroom,
they also aren't doing anything illegal. And many would call the concept
of barring officers from residencies
ridiculous.
But wouldn't other schools call our
policy of letting students take tests unsupervised ridiculous, even responsible? Yet that has worked so far.
So why not let us attempt to govern
ourselves socially?

Mr. Hogarty proposed an experiment. He suggested letting a house
govern itself for one week. Campus
Safety would not be allowed inside,
unless it was asked to enter.
A proposal like this would have to
have caveats. Students would have to
be respectful of one another. If someone was making too much noise, the
other house residents would have to
confront them directly, a thing many
students' are afraid to do. But if we
are training students to be adults,
shouldn't we treat them as such?
Leaders within the house, like the
house fellows and the floor governors, would have to take a larger role
in governance too. House fellows
already take a large part in this process, and now that governors are being paid, it's about time they do also.
Mr. Hogarty suggested that one of the
governor's responsibilities would be
checking smoke alarms.
If this house was able to make it
through a week, they would be given
a second week. Then maybe a third
week. If this was all successful, another house could become part of the
experiment.
And if this experiment failed? If
neighbors could not confront one
another? If the governors could not
rise to the occasion? Then the project
would be scrapped, and the college
would be back to where it started.
Mr. Hogarty will be missed by many
people. He was accessible, and genuinely cared about the students. On top
of all that, he was progressive. While
he may be gone, let us give his experiment a go. Campus Safety's job is
this: to keep us safe. Let us govern
ourselves. We have nothing to lose.

--Ben

Agree? Disagree?
Let us know what you think.
E-mail Opinion pieces or Letters
to the Editor to
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
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tal budgets have been fixed for the
past few years, and that is not going
to change, but the pool for additional
requests most likely is going to be
smaller. However, in context, this is
not such a surprise.
"Last year's pool for departments
was the largest pool in years," states
Paul Maroni, the college's vice president of finance, "So next year, it's going to be smaller."
Because of this, departments are
being asked to carefully monitor expenses both this year and next, not to
drastic extremes, but much like how
homes across the country are rationing their budgets in such a situation.
Dining Services, for one, is already

continued from page one
up of tuition fees, monetary gifts to
the college, and a carefully calculated
withdrawal from the endowment, the
08-09 budget was set before August,
and despite some minor fluctuation
in the latter two sources of revenue
will not see any major changes.
I % "cushion" in the budget, installed
both for preventative and precautionary purposes, will also help to keep
things level.
As for next year, it is still a bit early
to predict, but it goes without saying that the college will be affected
in some manner. All the departmen-

A

hard at work.
"[We've been looking] at the cost
of a pre-prepared item vs, made 'from
scratch'. item, looking at the packaging
- bulk IS always a better price, looking at increasing the volume that we
purchase ... to get volume discounts"
explains Ingrid Bushwack, director ~f
Dining Services,. "[ ... We're working]
to get the best pnces While attempting
to' not change the quality level."
For more information on the economy's impact on Conn, refer back to
President Higdon's message on the
subject, emailed to the college community on November 6.

Conn '07 Graduate In The Running For
Rhodes Scholarship
ANNA KAUFMAN '12

especially enjoyed the University of
Tromse in Norway, an institution located within the Arctic Circle.
Hancock hopes to continue her
study of languages, specifically sociolinguistics, at Oxford next year with
the hel of the Rhodes Scholarshi .

staff writer
Recently President Higdon sent out
a campus wide email containing very
exciting news: alumna Susana Hancock '07 has been selected as a finalist
for the Rhodes Scholarship.
Susana entered Connecticut College
as an astrophysics major and left with
a double major in linguistics and Slavic studies. In relation to these pursuits
of study she has traveled to some very
frigid parts of the globe. Susana spent
a semester abroad in Iceland studying
glaciology in order to "foster [her] intrest in science," she said. She spent
last summer in Alaska studying the relationship between Alaskan and Russian culture. Most recently, Susana
spent the past year in Norway at the
Center for Advanced Study in Theoretical Linguistics and the Institute
for Social Anthropology.
Hancock

Crime Near
Conn

. "I knew I wanted to go to Oxford
at some point," Hancock said. Eventually she would like to conduct field
research journalism by traveling to
different countries to "assess what
their conflicts are through an intrinsic

continued from page one
Students live in a little, Camel-concentrated world, where J-Board is the
Supreme Court, Campus Safety is the
police, and Big Hig is Commanderin-Chief. Because of this, we are sheltered from most of the happenings in
the city of New London, including violence. Take a look at any police blotter in a previous issue of The Voice:
most of the incidents causing J-Board
hearings are in regards to alcohol, and
there are very rare instances of violence. Thus students were surprised to
hear about a shooting so close to home.
Early Sunday' morning, Novem-

"Mr. G's is three minutes
away from our campus. Campus bubble notwithstanding,
should we be worried? Will
the soothing hum of safety
around Connecticut College
come to a screeching halt?"

perspective."

Hancock is one of thirteen students
being interviewed for the scholarship
from New England. She says that normally there are up to 3,000 applicants
each year. In total thirty two students
from the United States will receive the
scholarship. Next weekend Hancock
will be interviewed by the scholarship
committee and will most likely have
to answer moral dilemma questions
from the perspective of a linguist.
Once all thirteen applicants have been
interviewed, Hancock will find out if
she will receive the scholarship and
head to Oxford to study for the next
two or three years.
Susana Hancock '07. Photo Courtesy a/the
Web

Save Energy, Help Get Better Events At
Connecticut College
TYLER DUNHAM '09
contributing writer
If you've ever left your lights on
when you're out of your room, and
you enjoy events on campus like Floralia, read. on: you could very easily
help make them better. Concert from
Conservation is a student directed
campaign designed to reduce the consumption of heating fuel and electricity on campus with the incentive
percentage of the money saved from
conservation going directly to better
events on campus. Here are some details:
Twenty-five percent of the money
saved through conservation from now
until late spring will go towards the
Student Activities Council for use in
one time events (like Floralia).
Since the campaign started, every
one of us living in dorms on campus
has helped raise over $7,000 for better
events on campus, just by limiting our
use of electricity.
Energy prices and consumption
have been spiking around the country.
Buying more energy from off campus
firms means that we don't have as
much money for things on campusthe things that really matter.
Here are the top 10 ways that you
can do your part:
I) Turn off everything when you
leave your room. Although you may
not even think about it, leaving computers, speakers, lights and printers on
when you leave yonr room is wasting
a lot of energy. You obviously don't
need any of these on when you're not
there, and doing so just wastes money
that could be spent on Floralia.

a

2) Don't open your windows to cool
down when the heater is on right below them. It makes sense, but people
do it. Most heaters in dorms can be
turned off completely, by setting it to
"0" or the snowflake. If yours can't,
contact physical plant to have them
come look at it. The worst thing you
could do is to let all the heat that's
raging out of your heater out into the
environment. Take off some layers,
if it's hot. On a similar note, try and
keep your room as cool as comfortable. If everyone turned down their
thermostat by one degree (I know we
don't actually have thermostats everywhere, so go as far as you can), the
school could save nearly 20,000 gallons of fuel this winter! When you're
gone or sleeping, turn it down by even
more.

3) Put computers in sleep mode after 15 minutes, and turn them off at
night. Computers are nifty because
they have a bunch of settings to help
you out. One that will really help
you and the rest of the school is set-

ting your computer to sleep after 15
minutes. This easy switch will have
your computer using only about three
watts of power per hour instead of the
45-250 that it normally does. It is obviously still best to turn it off at night,
and unplug laptops especially. Note:
A screen saver doesn't do anything to
reduce electricity use.
4) Unplug Chargers. Most people
don't know that a charger still charges
when it's not plugged into your phone
or iPod. Unfortunately, about 75%
of the electricity that chargers use is
literally going into thin air while you
are not charging your electronic. This
"phantom energy" is a huge problem.
If it's hard to unplug your chargers every night, get a power strip and plug
in your chargers, computer, T.V. and
DVD player and flip the switch when
you're not using it.
5) Use CFL's instead of incandescent bulbs for extra lighting in your
room. If every American household
replaced one regular lightbulb with a
CFL, the pollution reduction would
be equivalent to removing one million
cars from the road. A 30-watt CFL
produces about as much light as an
ordinary 100-watt bulb, and they are
available from the Renewable Energy
Club for FREE.
6) Do big loads of laundry. Laundry is possibly your highest per-use
contributor to electricity use. Both the
washer and the drier use huge amounts
of energy, so if you can consolidate a
couple loads every month you would
be saving a bunch of money.
7) Make sure that lights are not
left on in empty spaces. How often
have you walked by an empty class or
room in Cro, or even your bathroom
and seen all the lights on? They most

ber 9, there was a shooting that occurred near the intersection of Williams Street and Bailey Circle. Patrick
Miles, a 28-year-old man, was shot in
what was believed to be a drug-related incident, and ran into Mr. G's, a
campus favorite, for help. Police were
believed to have found a large amount
of narcotics at the scene. Miles did not
cooperate with police, and had a previous criminal record, consisting of
first-degree assault, a non-fatal shooting, the sale of cocaine, and previous
jail time. The shooter remains at large.
Mr. G's is three minutes away from
campus. The campus bubble notwithstanding, should students be worried? Will the soothing hum of safety
around Connecticut College come to
a screeching halt? Even within the
confines of campus, alcohol related
incidents have risen tremendously
since last year, and the amount of
thefts on campus is significant. Has
the surrounding city penetrated the
safe campus bubble and made it more
susceptible to the ways of the world?
Regardless of the campus bubble,
stuff happens. Students and residents
of the Connecticut College community must make campus as safe
as possible, since the College cannot control what occurs outside of
the borders. As mature and honor
code-matriculating residents of Connecticut College, it's up to students to,
among other things, "foster her ideals," "instill a respect in those among
us," and "render our Alma Mater
greater, worthier, and more beautiful."

likely don't need to be. Take initiative to turn lights like this off, and if
your friends think you're becoming
too much of an environmentalist, just
tell them that you'l1 rock out harder
at Floralia knowing that you helped to
get the killer band there.
8) Encourage your teachers to do
reduce copying, and tell them that
they don't need to keep the Iights on
in class (unless they need to).
9) Take shorter showers, and use
cold water while brushing your teeth.
Heating water takes a huge amount
of energy. If you can cut a couple of
minutes off your shower, and use cold
.water when brushing your teeth, you
could save a lot of energy.
10) Buy Energy Star Rated electronics. Energy Star is a government
rating system that certifies electronics
that use the most efficient technologies. These products are usually similarly priced, but will save you money
in the long run.
Check our rec.conncoll.edu
for
more info.
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Larrabee Sex Week
Debunking the Harkness Sex
Myth

Strapped
continued from page one

from the community conversation
that there is "nothing happening on
campus." The SGA and individual
students have met with senior administrators since the talks to discuss the
perceived lack of social events by the
student body as well as possible solutions, including a larger budget for
Student Activities, and more staff support.

gramming activities and events.
Harris Rosenheim '09, SGA Vice
President and Chair of the Finance
Committee said that "clubs and organizations are currently facing more
now.
EMILY ZUBKOFF '12
financial constraints than they have in
To officially measure the sexual recent years. Although these finanstaff writer
activity at Connecticut College, Lar- cial constraints are a problem which
affects everyone on campus, the SGA
rabee is conducting a study examining
As Connecticut College approaches
"To combat this growing
Finance
Committee understands these
its centennial, the changes that have which house on campus is the most
problem, the Student Govsexually active. This is being execut- burdens and has been working to prooccurred since the school's establishernment Association recentment are more apparent than ever. The ed by self-report surveys that were vide as much financial support to the
ly passed a resolution - comost significant change the college inserted in students' mailboxes. Fur- respective clubs as possible. As the
number
of
students
clubs
and
organithermore,
Larrabee
is
hosting
"Larrahas experienced was allowing male
written by Rosenheim and
students to matriculate. The sexual ac- bee Sex Week" in which there will be zations increases each year, it's imperBen- Yosef - to increase the
tivity among Connecticnt College stu- seven days of sex themed events that ative that the Student Activities Fund
SGA Student Activities Fund
dents is another aspect
, of the school . are open to the entire campus. Lar- be large enough to provide financial
that pas changed dramatically. When rabee house fellow Caroline Jeffery support to allow clubs to function at
by 27%, or $94,500."
it was a women's college, social activ- says events will be "informative and their fullest <!apacity as well as enhance the social life on campus."
ity was monitored in many ways, in- fun."
To combat this growing problem,
Four years ago, Cornell University
cluding rules about the times at which
SGA and students have garnered
the
Student Government Association
also
researched
sexually
active
dorms
guests of the opposite sex could enter
much support from the administration
the houses. Clearly this code of con- but conducted a study that was nation- recently passed a resolution - co-writ- on this front, and they will be reviewten by Rosenheim and Ben- Yosef - to ing the resolution SGA passed in the
duct was eradicated years ago, but it
SEE
LARRABEE
SEX
WEEK
increase the SGA Student Activities
still demonstrates the major discrepcoming weeks.
Fund by 27%, or $94,500. These adancies between the social culture of
"One of the most valuable things
continued on page five ditional funds would be allocated be- here at Conn is the accessibility of the
Conn when it was first established and
tween the SGA, SAC, Houses, Classes senior administrators and their desire
and SGA approved clubs and organi- to appeal to the needs of the students.
zations that request from the Finance I could not be happier with the help
Committee.
SAC has received from President HigThis resolution, like any other reso- don and the Deans in looking for aslution passed by SGA, will be submit- sistance in further enhancing our proted to relevant staff and administragramming. We hope that in the future
tors who must approve the document.
we will be able to increase our budget
Since this resolution is for funding, if to continue providing better programs
the
administrators approve it, it will for students," said Ben- Yosef.
may feel more secure about their living
environment and not be subjected to be submitted to the Priorities, PlanSARAH WEISS '12
facing a roommate who does not want ning; and Budget Committee where it
to room with someone who identifies will be reviewed.
The administration was made aware
staff writer
as the opposite gender. This, of course,
of
this finance problem in recent
applies to incoming freshmen who do
Connecticut College is known for
not get to choose their roommate. The months after hearing student response
being a very progressive and liberal
majority of the Trans Tea focused on
institution. Keeping to these ideals,
the question of whether GNH should
Connecticut College may be implebe available to freshmen.
menting a new program in the near fuGender Neutral Housing is being
ture: Gender Neutral Housing (GNH) .:
established at many colleges and uniThis new form of housing will allow
versities across the country, but many
students of the opposite gender to
only give the GNH option to upperdorm together.
classmen. The CGIA is in favor of
The Campaign for Gender Identity
giving the option of GNH to freshAwareness, CGIA, is pushing for this
men, as many students at the Trans
program to pass at Connecticut ColTea expressed the desire that they had
lege. The club held a "Trans Tea" on
had that option their freshmen year.
October 28 to discuss the pros and
. Even for upperclassmen the issue is
cons of Gender Neutral Housing. A
being debated. Other students on the
panel including students and adminthe director position. When Hogarty
panel expressed their concerns about BEN EAGLE '09
istrators sat before an audience and
began as director, it was Smith who
couples applying for GNH and then
openly discussed concerns about addtrained him on the inner-workings of
the problems that could ensue. Howeditor-in-chief
ing GNH to Connecticut College.
the campus. "Stew knows this camever, one student on the panel, Chad
Gender Neutral Housing is impor- Stewart, expressed his distaste for the
On a humid Thursday evening, Con- pus inside and out," Hogarty said.
tant to the CGIA because it will make current housing policy. He is an open- necticut College bid a sad farewell to
Fellow officers also held Smith in
transgender students feel more com- ly gay student but Was told he could former Campus Safety Director Tom high esteem. "We've always had a
fortable .at Connecticut College. A not live with a female. "If a guy and Hogarty. Campus safety officers, well
transgender student is someone who a girl can have a completely platonic clad SGA representatives, and admin"Though the college comis biologically one sex, but considers
relationship, why can't they live to- istrators attended the reception, which munity is losing a visionary
themself to be the opposite sex. For gether? ...This is a really heterosexist
was held in the Ernst Common Room.
example, an incoming student to ConNot in attendance however, was Hog- director, it is gaining the expepolicy."
necticut College may have be born a
Many issues seem to remain in the arty's heir apparent, Stewart Smith. rience of the longest tenured
female but considers themself to be conversation about Gender Neutral According to those in attendance,
campus safety officer on this
male, and therefore would feel more Housing here on campus, but the Smith had prior obligations.
campus. Stewart Smith, a 19comfortable sharing a dorm with a general consensus is for the college
Hogarty may have hung up his
male student instead of a female stubadge, but the mark he has left on the year veteran of the Connectito follow through with this program.
dent.
Although implementing GNH will ad- Connecticut College campus is indel- cut College campus safety
Sarah Cardwell, the Associate Dean vance in small steps, the CGIA hopes ible. During his tenure here, one of
force brings familiarity and a
of Student Life, sat on the panel at the the campus will become more aware Hogarty's biggest goals was to imTrans Tea. She helped establish GNH and better educated about GNH and prove student's relations with campus unique knowledge of the colat Sarah Lawrence and is in favor of
lege to the director position."
the benefits it will have. As one panel safety officers. To achieve this goal,
• bringing GNH to Connecticut Col,
he
put
campus
safety
officers
through
member of the Trans Tea said, "it is
lege. Sarah said, "[GNH] promotes a
not that this policy will [just be allow- a new sensitivity training regimen and good rapport," Officer Potter said in
sense of safety for students who live
ing] men to live with.women," because made himself available to students ei- reference to the new director.
on our campus."
many students at Connecticut College ther in his office or at SGA meetings,
While Hogarty may be leaving, he
With GNH, transgender students
where he was a consistent presence.
do not identify by one gender.
has imparted some of his knowledge
Hogarty was also beloved by his to Smith. "We went over all the meetofficers. Despite a meager $30,000 ings the director has to attend," Hogabudget for the fiscal year, Hogarty rty said. "I told him, 'If you go to one
found the funds to purchase new cam- meeting, go to SGA. '"
pus safety uniforms to keep the offiSmith will be Connecticut Colcers warm in those cold New London lege's fourth campus safety director
winters. "It's a sad day," Officer John in three years. While the reasons for
Potter said in reference to Hogarty's
this turnover are unclear, students and
Especially in Silver Ellte" with Platinum. Buy your Silver Elite"Coliege Ring.
decision to step down.
administrators alike are hoping Smith
Get a $25lTunes Gift Card.
Though the college community is is here to stay. "Mr. Smith has long
OATE Monday, December 1 & Tuesday. December 2
losing a visionary director, it is gaining term plans for this place," Hogarty
the experience of the longest tenured
TIME 10AM·3PM
said. Time will only tell if this can
campus safety officer on this campus. come to fruition.
PLACE Crozier Williams· Bookstore
Stewart Smith, a ninteen-year veteran
joslens.com/college 1.800.854.7464
of the Connecticut College campus
iostens ..
""lIOl_/r<op\'-_nllllll
_ ..~I'J"""m""'_I" __
"'safety force brings familiarity and a
",.- ...
.... ..... -... ""'._ .. ..
unique knowledge of the college to

Sleeping Together
Gender Neutral Housing

Campus Says Goodbye To
Tom Hogarty

Welcomes New Campus Safety
Director,
Stewart Smith
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Pilot Process For Student
Proposed Initiatives.
GARY NG '11
contributing writer
Ever had an idea that may potentially benefit the college community,
such as the recent zip car initiative,
but didn't know who to turn to? The
student representatives of the Priorities, Planning, and Budget Committee
(PPBC) are offering you an avenue to
bring forth your idea to the administration.
Currently chaired by Professor
Bridget Baird, Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, PPBC
• is a committee of twenty members
comprising various deans, senior administrators, as well as faculty, staff,
and student representatives. The committee advises the President on institutional and financial priorities, faculty development, facilities and space
planning, and the annual college budget. In particular: the committee votes
on the Above Current Level (ACL)
allocations for each year and makes
budget recommendations to the President, and through the President to the
Board of Trustees.
To give a simple explanation for
the jargon, every year each department receives a base budget that is the
same as that of the preceding year and
would have to. file a request called the
ACL request in November to apply
for any spending increase. These requests are then filtered. by the respective senior administrators before they
reach the committee for deliberation
in the spring.
Serving 'as the liaison between the
student body and PPBC, the PPBC
student representatives - Leidy Valencia '09, Lang Hoyt' 10, and Gary Ng
'II - have developed a pilot program
with the approval of the committee
to provide an official channel for students with great ideas for new initiatives to apply for funding.
Students should, however, understand that the amount of money allocated for ACL requests is limited each
year and there is no guarantee that
any student-initiated request will be
approved. Please also be advised that
PPBC does not allocate funding to
student activity clubs; such requests
should through SGA Finance Committee as per usual.
Suitable initiatives should fulfill the
following criteria:

Brought To You By I-Board

a).
Be in line with the college's
mission and strategic priorities (such
as environmental stewardship, internationalization, residential education,
etc.)
b)
Be open to students at large
and benefit the entire college community
c)
Demonstrate sufficient student interest in the proposed initiatives (e.g. through an official survey
administered through an official channel or passing of a SGA resolution)
Students will need to obtain and
complete' a Student Request form
(ACL Requests) from the SGA office,
select an advising administrator or
professor, and submit the completed
application, including a written proposal detailing the feasibility, student
interest, and costs of the proposed
project, to a senior administrator by
December S at S PM. Students should
also schedule a meeting with one of
. the PPBC student representatives for
preliminary advising and assistance
through the application process.

Larrabee
Sex Week
continued from page four
wide. University of Rhode Island's
Barlow Hall came in at number one
followed by George Washington University's Mabel Nelson Thurston Hal.
Arizona State University's South Desert Village was number three followed
by Connecticut College's Harkness as
fourth most sexually active dorm in
the United States. The criteria used to
determine these results are not specified; therefore the validity of the list is
questionable. In addition, because the
study was conducted in 2004 the list
is inevitably less accurate. Nevertheless, it is interesting that Connecticut
College placed so high on the list.
• Logically it is more likely that larger
universities would overshadow small
colleges because of their size of residence halls and number of students.
The future results from the Larrabee
study and Cornell's list of sexually active dorms across the US emphasize
that Connecticut College has evolved
socially and culturally since its establishment.
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GLOBAL WARM!NG
Puzzle by Frank A. Longo
Edited by 'Mil ShOltz

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 3-9, 2008

Thesday'
S:30p

Theft

Lib

Thursday
1O:00p Theft

S

Friday
J:3Sa

Drug PIU (2)

S

Saturday
I :S7a
I:S7a
I :S7a
I:S7a
IO:4Sp
IO:4Sp
IO:4Sp
IO:4Sp
II :49p
1l:49p

Room Host (2)
Capacity (2)
Noise (2)
Providing Ale to Minor(2)
Room Host
Capacity
Underage PIU (3)
Open Container (2)
Guest Host
PNG

S
S
S
S
C
C
C
C
C
C

Sunday
2:48a Room Host
2:48a Noise
2:48a .Capacity
2:48a Underage PIU
3:0Sa Room Host
3:0Sa Underage PIU
3:0Sa Capacity

C
C

Total:
8 Alcohol Related Incidents
2 Drug Related Incidents
2 Thefts
6 Host Related Incidents
IPNG
0 Hospital Transports
I-Board saw eight students this week.
Of the eight, five were found responsible for at least one violation.

KEY
CDUC: Creating Dangerous andlor
Unhealthy Conditions
P/U: Possession and/or Use

PNG: Persona non grata: an individual is no longer allowed to return
to Conn College.

C

C

Dill: Driving under the influence

N
N

N/S/C: North, South, Central

N

~r~tJ~~~~l~~Lcarningl\etwork
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.nytimes,com/learnin9

ACROSS
1. see rt-Down
7. Speed contest
11. Hair-hardening stuff
1'. Cheap and taWdry
15. Swelled heads
16. Bread variety
17 -hi" has risen globall¥
by about 'I degree
Fahrenheit in the past
century
19. German a
20. Wolfed down
21. Arctic
[where the
amount of floating Ice
has decreased in
, recent years)
22. Repair
23. Substances that can
trap heat In the 27DO\'ln, such as
methane, 33-Across
and 'I-Across
25. Vocalizes
26. Barbers concern
28. Belly
31. Short doze
33: _ oxide \ compound.
that has 296 limes the
effect of ~ t-Across
for producing global
warming}
36. Elbow's place
37. _humbug
~. Just _thought:
2
wds.
40. ~ountry that emits
about one-fifth of the
total volume of 21Across assoceled
with global warming
'1. Carbon
rsubstance that is
Increasing 10
concentrahon in the
27-Ool'/n)
~3.Gave lip to
':. Shattered
~8. -hree-_
sloth
49. Colorado ski resort
51. See :6-Across
:1 Early environmentalist
I.1U1f
. :4. Rotating sub 'lay
entrance

:6. With :1-Across, this
has rsen globally 4-8
inches over the past
century
:9. Wned metal
60. Combuslible organic
materials, such as oil
and coal, that may be
key contributors to
global 'Iarming: 2
wds.
63. PrefIX I'lith plop or
plun
6~. -he Beehive State
6:. Wall paintings
66. Before, In poems
67. 'Sleepless in Seallie
director Ephron
68. Magic charm

DOWN
1. Jazzwoman
• James
2. Norry
3. _ and fortune
t; Psychic power, for
short
:. Evita role played !>y
Antonio Banderas
6. Beginners

7. l.1akeup exam
8, SpanISh for water
9, it qrows on cobs
10. SuffIX vilh Slam
11. Wilh t-Across, heating
phenomenon that may
be a cause of global
warming if excess 23·
Across are In the 2 00 'In
12. Looking at
13. Gives temporarily
18. High cards
22. PrefIX meaning 'Iery
smalt
23. Card game
2'. From Qatar or KU\'lait
2:. FiI~as an empty belly
26. Infamous spy uata _
27 Envelope surrounding
the earth through
which solar radlalton
passes and IS
reflected
29. Out_11m!>: 2 "ids.
30. Fail to see
31. lI~mannered man
32. Writing tablets
34. "ock advantage of

3:, Bummed out
38. Snea,y lillie laugh
42 l.1arvel Comics
superheroes: Hyph.
4~. Plne-_ (d sntectent
brand
46. 24 actress Cuthbert
47. SandWich shop
49. s
rm Just
kidding )' 2 wds.
:0 1,lore achy
52. Sc obl'-Doo girl who
wears glasses
54. _ speak (as it
were): 2wds.
:5. Old Russian ruler
:6. Flipper flapper at a
circus
:7. Fashion magazine
5 . Helper: Abbr.
60. -musement
61. Fee, fl, fo,_
62. Country neighbonng
Braz and Arg,
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DEAN-STUDENT POINT-COUNTERPOINT
THIS WEEK'S ISSUE: ON-CAMPUS DRINKING

POLICY
STUDENT

DEAN

It's neither irony nor poor coincidence that Dean Bengochea's article, focused
Since the beginning of this semester, students have been feeling the social
largely
on how Conn is under pressure from new CT social host laws to restrict
impact of policy changes regarding registered keg or private parties with alcothe
presence
of minors at parties where alcohol consumption is known, concludes
hol on campus. During the recent "Community Conversation" about alcohol
with the unveiling of new policies and regulations allowing underage students to
and substance abuse on campus, these policy changes took center stage and
attend kegs. What at first may seem like a contradictory message is in fact a perfect
were the subject of much of the conversation and ennui expressed by students.
example of the true nature ofConn's relation with the Law: a steadfast willingness
Students variously objected to an indiscriminant "crackdown by the administo work within its constraints, eliding the Letter in favor of the Spirit.
tration" on alcohol use; the withdrawal of Common Rooms from the register of
Whenever issues of legal binding arise, I find it useful to recall that we do not in
legitimate social spaces on campus; and a general effort to squash any opportufact use a strictly adherent legal system. Rather, our social policies operate through
nities by students to gather in large numbers for fun. I'd like to set the record a type of extra-legal framework. It's a brilliant masterstroke of our Administration:
straight on each of these matters.
An apparatus made up of campus safety, j-board, and the honor code construct
The new rules governing keg parties on campus were not indiscriminant or has allowed them to circumvent punitive particulars of the law while still giving
the product of a mindset by the administration to "crackdown" on students.
it credence. In the "real world", if you're caught drinking underage, you receive
Several factors contributed to the policy changes which now do not permit a ticket, a fine, and, if you're particularly unlucky or improperly hued, a night in
under-21 students to attend keg parties on campus: the passage in 2006-2007
jail. Here, you're rapped on the knuckles by Safety (para-police, not actual cops)
of Connecticut Public Act No. 06-112, otherwise known as a "social host" law; and then adjudicated by Mike & Co. Break the law on campus and you're looking
the fact that in 2007, when Fairfield University banned kegs from campus,
at cleaning trashcans, tending to the Arbo, or, god forbid, writing for the College
Connecticut College became the last college in the state to still permit them, Voice. You have to break rules direly and persistently in order to truly suffer here.
Compare even with the State Schools: if you went to UConn and you broke the law,
even under restrictive circumstances (not Wesleyan, Yale, Tririity, Quinnipiac,
UConn, etc); and our campus "Alcohol Policy Review Commission," which you would be·ticketed, fined, and/or jailed by the police, your sentence would not
boasted 5 student members, issued recommendations in Spring, 2008 that in- be delivered by your down-the-hall neighbor, and your penalty would not occasion
recreational writing.
cluded new restrictions on registered private parties with alcohol.
The bottom line is that we are not bound to the particulars the law; we have on
With respect to Public Act No. 06-112, the law states that any private propour
side the power of flexibility. This shadow judiciary lighten. the heavy weight
erty-holder (and the College is counted among these) that "knowingly permits
of
the
system so as to not crush us, the students, under the brunt of our own frivoliany minor to possess alcoholic liquor in such dwelling unit, or on such private
ties. And, as Dean Bengochea says, the administration is in favor of us congregatproperty, or fails to make reasonable efforts to halt such possession" is liable
ing in large groups and having fun. But what's easy to lose sight of is that most
under state law. When underage students are permitted by College policy to
students don't experience policy in the context of friendly conver~ation with the .
attend registered keg parties on campus, the College can be reasonably thought
deans. If the students distrust the administration, it's because their entire interacto know in advance that underage drinking might be occurring. After a review
tion with regulation comes via Safety and J-Board.
•
of all of our policies, limiting registered alcohol parties to of-age students was
Our number one desire as active participants in this community is to be attended
thought by the College to be a reasonable response to this new Public Act. to in the classroom and left alone on the weekends. Dean B. et al. may be in favor
Adding to the weight of this new social host law was the already troubling idea of us having fun, but Dane Rochelle et al. are not. While, tiy and large, one-on-one
that the College was already an outlier of sorts in this regard because we still interactions between students and Safety have seen substantial improvements this
permitted kegs on campus at all, despite bans from every other institution in year, Safety attitudes and permissiveness towards large gatherings have been at
the state. Finally, after a 15-member College committee made similar and even their most wantonly strict. There is no reason - repeating, no reason - that a party
more restrictive recommendations in this area last spring, the new regulations
posing no threat to property or person should be forcibly dispelled by Safety. It's
we implemented seemed entirely an appropriate response to the changing legal that simple. If the imperative is to enforce the'underage drinking laws, then Of'
ficers should solicit IDs from those drinkiug to confirm their majority and issue
and social climate on this issue.
,
write-ups as needed. But we have seen the increased propensity of Safety to go
The idea that Common Rooms are no longer viable social spaces couldn't
be further from our intentions in renovating them. While it is true that some trolling through vital, well-formed, active gatherings on second floor KB, JA patio
of the Common Rooms now also feature classroom teaching, only 9 of the 26 or Abbey House den, confiscating alcohol and ordering students to disperse. ArguCommon Rooms do so and in those instances the rooms are only converted to ments made from fire safety standpoints ring hollow; as the school regularly flouts
maximum room capacities for House meetings and other exceptional gatherings.
classroom space for a few hours each week and not at all in the spring semesEqually
disposable is the argument that Safety is "just doing its job;'. Every student
ter (when Freshman Seminars do not take place). They are still perfectly fine
knows
that
the Officer has the final say in the degree to which he will enforce the
spaces for socializing.and large gatherings. There is no reason students cannot
rules in a given situation, and not all Officers have an equally well-formed capacity
congregate there while remaining aware that the rooms do represent an enorto judge Fun versus Danger. Safety's disregard for the possibility of a both raucous
mous College investment and, we hope, a terrific improvement of the living
and non-threatening party is crippling our social dynamic and poisoning relations
environment. I do know of social events which have occurred in some Combetween students and those who would protect them from harm. If the Administramon Rooms this semester and I regularly see how they are used at all hours by
tion is serious about facilitating interaction rather than hindering it, then that messtudents who are reading or doing other kinds of school work or just relaxing.
sage must be transmitted from the upper levels down to the men who are charged
Finally, let me please be clear that we are not against fun! Fun is good.
with enforcement.
~ome of us like it a lot and, yes, we recognize that fun often means during the
By the same token, our judiciary must heed a similar message. While J-Board
College years that we come together in large numbers. We are acutely aware has made commendable strides in lightening sanctions, the time has come to pare
of the needs of CC students to gather in large groups from around the cam- down the roster of infractions to accord with how our social world operates. The
pus to listen to music, dance, catch-up with one another after a long week of emphasis must refocus on personal responsibility, not arbitrary assignment of reclasses and labs. We know that keg parties were once the great occasion for sponsibility for others. Student room hosts shouldn't be held responsible for verthese large gatherings and we have been working to see how we can overcome
ifying the ages of their guests, nor should they be presumed "providers" when
the new legal and policy obstacles so that students across all four classes can students regularly travel with alcohol in hand. If the objective is to reducing binge
drinking, a phenomenon primarily among younger students, then students of macome together socially in meaningful and fun ways. SGA has been extremely
jority must be allowed to serve as role models for underclassmen. This means the
thoughtful in assisting us to figure this out in ways that uphold the College's
unwavering allegiance to the law and its duty to help ensure student health and extra. sanctions for hosting under-Zl s should be repealed, or applicable penalties
lighiened. CT State what? See above. Lastly, there
safety. Beyond SGA, many students have indimust be accountability for the discovery of infracvidually sought me out to discuss their ideas in
tions themselves. Visits to rooms prompted by "noise
this regard and I am grateful, as is Dean Briddell
complaints" should be substantiated by records from
and all of the Student Life staff, for your ideas
the guardhouse, and the standards for probable cause
and cooperative spirit.
for search should be aired objectively during the enBased on these conversations with students,
suing hearings.
the College 'has made some revisions to the polWith legislation already in the works to expand the
icy which will run as a pilot until the end of the
new keg policies to parties held throughout campus,
semester, and be reviewed in January.
the question now becomes how the administration and
First of all, Main Street East or West can now
students can work together towards a harmonious sobe used for private parties that includes students
cial accord. Amidst our plaints, exasperations and exunder the legal drinking age of 21. All the curhortations, let's not forget the last vital element in this
rent procedures are still in place with these adequation: Us. All of these reforms are premised on the
ditional stipulations:
belief that we, the students, are responsible enough to
I. Private parties are still limited to Friday and
party painlessly, drink without disaster, and make no
mess too serious to be corrected the next morning. We
Saturday night.
cannot ask our Deans for trust and lenience and then
2. A campus safety officer must be present and
wanly wreck our surroundings. Moreover, we must
will check ID's at the keg.
prove our capacity to put substance above substance
3. Wristbands will be used to identify those
abuse. What's the good of fighting for freer kegs if
students who are of legal drinking age and those
we're just to wander listlessly from one stillborn parwho are no~
ty to the next, committed to uncreative drinking? This
4. Only one private party can occur on North
is our paradise to raise up or ruin. Let every ounce of
Campus.
thought and care we give come back to us tenfold in
5. The $150 deposit is no longer applicable.
the company of our friends, and we may see an end to
crises and crackdowns alike.
.
Armando I. Bengochea, PhD
Dean ofthe College Community

-Jacques Swartz
Student, Class of 2009
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ConnCollConfessional: Still Running
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NORA SWENSON '12
staff writer
If you could have the chance of
knowing exactly what people think
of you, would you risk entering your
name to find out? In the case of the
ever popular ConnCollConfessional.
com, you do have that choice.
If you haven't heard, our school has
its own personal, anonymous confession web site, entitled "Conn Coli
Confessional," .jntroduced by Conn
student Alexander Marcus last December after learning about Oberlin
College's own confessing website
through a friend. Many other schools
across the nation, including Williams,
Holy Cross, Middlebury, Mount Holyoke, and Amherst are all tuning in to
their own online sites for advice, and
even some occasional gossip.
No idea where the Cro dance is going to be located? Wondering who
won Camelympics? Trying to decide
which sociology class to take this semester? Chances are, by submitting a
quick post on the website, you'll have
several helpful responses within a
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Site s traffic over the past 30 days

versations. Worries of whether Conn's
community-based notions of honor,
respect, and responsibility were being
challenged through the site.
In the interview, Marcus explained
that the faculty did not necessarily oppose the site, but found many aspects
of it to be a good thing. "The college
community has been looking for some
sort of place where everyone [can go]
to hang out, since there have been
failed attempts at Coffee Grounds and
Cro."

matter of minutes.
Whereas other online sites such as
JuicyCampus.com
are completely
public, CCC operates so that unless
you are using the College Network
or have a conncoll.edu email address,
you are incapable of logging in. By
doing this, the site has ensured that
only true Conn students may post and
respond to questions.
Says one freshman, "I heard about
the site early this year, and check it
every so often just to see what people
are talking about. I even found my
name featured under a 'Hottest Freshmen' comment!"

And this is, in fact, one of the most
common uses of the site these days:

advertising the hottest students on
campus, asking about the best hook
ups, and, overwhelmingly, broadcasting the need for someone to cuddle
with.
Many students remember the front
page article in last year's January
Voice issue, which featured initial student and administration reactions and
protests to the site's creation around
mid December.
Jocelyn Briddell, Dean of Student
Life, for example, initially compared
the site to reading The National Enquirer, while Dean of the College
Community Armando Bengochea was
quoted as "surprised and disappointed" by the quality of many of the con-

He then said, "During the first weeks
almost everyone on campus logged
on. The site became that campus center, supporting the need for a physical
center."
After the initial few weeks of posts
consisting of personal attacks on faculty and students, the site began to
find its place. The primary purpose of
these Confessional sites is for fun and
helpful advice. Of course, there will
be the occasional rude comment, but
it's almost expected that not everyone
will act politely online. Nevertheless,

SEE
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continued on page eight

Sovereignty In The 21st Century
MIRIAM WASSER '09

people commented that this is what S10n.
around? Do states have a right to bar
any president would have done, as it
And then I wondered, is sovereignty journalists from entering into their
is just part of being at war and protect- really a moot concept in the contempocountry on the grounds of national secolumnist
ing America. Many other comments
rary world? The United States clearly curity? What about humanitarian aid
Last week" newspapers across the criticized the media's choice to print seems to interpret it in ways that best organizations? Will sovereignty concountry disclosed that in 2004, former these, articles, noting that it under- serve our interests: it is irrelevant in tinue to be a de jure reality, while its
Defense Secretary Donald Rurnsfeld mines our war strategy and Obama's
the War on Terror, but it keeps us from de facto status rests on interpretation?
secretly authorized a policy that al- future diplomatic capabilities.
doing anything meaningful in Darfur
We cannot forget that the concept
lowed the United States to pursue and
While scrolling through what peo- and from abiding by some interna- of state sovereignty really only dates
attack al Qaeda and other terrorists in ple had written, I tried to figure out tional environmental treaties. What back to the 1648 Treaty of Westphaany sovereign state, even if they were where I stood on this issue. At first, I I began wondering was not whether lia, and is not a given in all political
not at war with the US. So far, it ap- assumed I would side with those call- state sovereignty really means any- thought. And we should also remempears the recent cross-border opera- ing these acts illegal-all states have thing more than the interpretation by ber that most national borders were
tions conducted in Syria and Pakistan the same claim to sovereignty under the most powerful states, but how carved on a map by distant colonial
may have quite the precedent, and the international law! But then I realized this international norm would serve powers, and truly reflect arbitrary diNew York Times reported that these my own hypocrisy: I have frequently
the global community in the decades VISions.
types of actions may have extended to argued that Sudan has little right to to come. As we destroy the environIf not sovereign states anymore, then
"other" countries, including Somalia.
tout its sovereignty as a means of con- ment and warm the globe, many other "{hat? How sovereignty is defined will
After reading about this policy, tinuing the genocide (by claiming it regions are likely to degenerate into either facilitate or hinder attempts to
what interested me more than the is an internal matter), and I have no Darfur-like conflicts over resources.
solve the spectrum of global, regional,
Bush administration's justifications
qualms about breeching that sover- Should states have the right to pollute or inter-state conflicts now and in the
for breeching the sovereignty of other eignty in order to stop the violence.
as much as they want? And if the an- future. And it will impact the ability
nations were the public's comments.
In my mind, some states just commit swer is no, how would it be enforced?
of a country to pursue foreign policies
Responses ranged from exuberant such egregious acts that they no lon- If asymmetrical conflict between state that concomitantly serve the national
support to outright abhorrence. A ger deserve recognition as a legitimate
and non-state actors proliferates, how interest while not being hypocritinumber of people were furious at the state. But where did this leave me? does state A's sovereignty factor into cal. These are really tricky questions
administration, drawing parallels with Sometimes states are sovereign and State B's need to declare war on a without clear-cut answers, but I think
the Patriot Act's violations of civil sometimes they are not, with the dif- group of people harbored within state they raise pressing issues we should
liberties, and calling these attacks the. ference depending on whether I think A's boundaries? Are multinational
all consider, especially as the new
illegal operations of war criminals.
they are committing war crimes? That corporations beholden to states, or Obama administration takes office.
On the other side of the debate, many didn't seem like a very good conclu- . might it increasingly be the other way

Change We Can Believe In
TYLER DUNHAM '09
co-president, REG
In my four years at Connecticut
College, and possibly in my. entire
life, I have never been more excited
about the prospect of a greener future for America, New England, and
the College than I am right now. You
and I have witnessed something truly
remarkable. We have elected a Presi'dent who is going to change the direction of this country for the better, and
while we haven't won yet, we leapt
over our first hurdle with incredible
agility. I have great optimism that
President-Elect Obama will bring the
change we all expect from him.
Case in point: "A government-propelled transition' to an alternative-energy economy will be his most important initiative" (Joe Klein interview,
Time Magazine).
THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE BEEN
FIGHTING FOR. The person with arguably the most influence over energy
consumption in the entire world now
recognizes that building a solid economy should be based on real, home-

grown, alternative energy.
Economists across the board agree
that large and quick spending on jobintensive infrastructure investments
will be the quickest way out of the
current recession. Today, of course,
we need different projects then we did
so long ago for the first New Deal. Today we need new energy sources and
a smart grid to get that energy from
production sources. to consumption
sources efficiently. Let us create the
green-collar jobs sector.
And the vision for a green economy
isn't just endorsed at the top. My home
district in Maine elected a 29-year-old
representative 60-40% over a running
incumbent.
Andy O'Brien's entire
platform focused on bringing renewable energy to the state, and people
dug it! This is the power of voting
for clean energy. We need support at
all levels of government to move our
country forward to a greener future.
Here on campus, several invigorating things are happening simultaneously this week. Beyond encouraging
voting for clean energy from local to
national levels, members ofREC have
been pushing for change in our community. A proposal for a grant for a

wind turbine gains momentum daily,
and by the time this goes to print, will
have already been submitted for judging. Our work in establishing a Green
Giving Program with the Office of
Advancement is also finally coming
together with the help of Pat Wallace,

"Economists agree "that
large and quick spending
on job-intensive infrastructure investments
will be the quickest way
out of the current recession. Let us create the
green-collar jobs sector."
Environmental Affairs Representative
for SGA.
But, all is not won yet. As Al Gore
said in a November 9th editorial in the
New York Times, "The electrifying
redemption of America's revolutionary declaration that all human beings
are born equal sets the stage. for the
renewal of United States leadership in

a world that desperately needs to protect its primary endowment: the integrity and livability of the planet."
Or in the timeless words of Abe
Lincoln: "The occasion is piled high
with difficulty, and we must rise with
the occasion. As our case is new, so
we must think anew, and act anew."
So it is with these words that I ask you
to stand up and fight for our planet.
I ask of you:
Call your congressional representatives and ask for their support in building legislation for a clean energy future. They must know that this is what
their constituents are demanding.
Come to Powershift in February
and rally with 10,000 other college
students for clean, just energy (More
information at http://rec.conncoll.edu/
powershift.htrnl).
And in fighting for change, know
that we now have more power than
ever to make our future a green future,
so we can't delay for a second.
I hope you are all equally excited
and continue to celebrate a tremendous victory for the environment, no
matter what side of the isle you follow.
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America, Let's Get
Back To Work

All For One And
One For All

Developing Our Own'New Deal

The Long Road Ahead

nation was formed and grew to its
prominence. Finally, both abroad and
within the US, Obama is regarded as
contributor
the person who will bring the country
On NovA, 2008, in the midst of the closer to the ideals it claims to stand
for, some of which have evolved to
disillusionment and bitter disappointpure rhetorical tools in recent years.
ment caused by the current economic
The three aspects of people's trust
and political situations, one man trimentioned
were Obarna's largest asumphed in what seemed impossible
set
on
Election
Day; in fact, they
- inspiring people across age groups
and continents and making them be- are one of the primary reasons why
lieve once again. Ironically, despite he achieved the historic victory of
its grand implications, this was only NovAth despite never being "the likeBarack Obama's first big battle, and liest candidate" as he himself said.
we have yet to see. him fight as his However, they are also very idealisgreatest asset becomes his greatest li- tic in nature, and, to a certain extent,
assume by default his ability to solve
ability.
When I talked to some of my friends the nation's serious problems along
during Election Day about why they the way. This puts the President-elect
were so excited to vote for Obama, a in a very difficult situation, having the
lot ofthem had many reasons in mind current economic and political state
but chose to resort to what seemed of the world. This is true especially
quite obvious, namely that America because of two reasons. First, many
was going to demonstrate itself as economists predict that the crisis has
having overcome its difficult past with yet to unfold, as the country is just
relation to the race. In a school where beginning to experience the lack of
growth that everybody feared for the
some of our most talented classmates/
teammates and best friends are from past year and a half. Since economic
remedies take time before starting
different ethnic, racial, geographical
or sexual backgrounds, however, I to have an effect and since nobody
think we have overcome these barri- seems to have found to key to restorlaid early in 2009.
The youth climate movement that ers in our minds long time ago. (The ing consumer and business confidence
was so central to electing Obama must argument could be made that people yet, many people could potentially be
worse off when Obama is in office
also not be forgotten. Reaching out to celebrated the evolution of America
this group of dreamers and innovators ' as a whole, but I think even this does than they have ever been during the
to carry out the New Deal will be cen- not present the full picture.) The im- Bush administration. Second, with the
tral to its success. Part of this New provised and spontaneous celebra- changing situations on the ground in
Deal must include a federally funded tion on the Green showed that a lot of the two wars overseas (especially the
one in Afghanistan), there might be
corps of new college graduates to vol- Conn students considered themselves
a limit to how many troops can actuunteer a year or more to carry out con- as having a personal stake in Obama's
servation and job creation programs, . victory. Along with millions of people ally come home and how many fu~ds
especially in forgotten rural and urban across America and the world, they can be deviated from the wars and
went out to demonstrate the relief, ex- used for implementing internal poliareas of the country. Such a program
will help solve the issue of job pros- citement, and hope caused by the fact cies. Therefore, it is not yet clear how
much of what Obama intends to do he
pects after graduation for millions of that they could believe in the world's
will actually be able to accomplish, at
most powerful leader once again.
young Americans.
Of course, most people's faith in least during his first term.
Barack Obarna must also call on evDue to the large divide between the
ery American to do their part in solv- the President-elect was not necessarextremely
high hopes and the potening the economic and climate crises. ily based on Obama's record in the
He has already demonstrated great Senate and was despite his lack of tially dire problems along the way,
. commitment to transparency in the executive experience. It was not even disappointment can arise. The worst
based on his promised policies, some than can happen in a difficult situacreation of a new website, Change.
gov. Along with this website, must be of which, such as his health care plan, tion, however, would be if the next
president loses his support, and with
will be very difficult to implement.
a network of what I will call "Centers
it the chance to make the difference
More
than
anything,
NovAth
showed
of Change," converted campaign offices set to articulate the Green New the enormous level of trust that was he is hoped to achieve. Therefore, it
Deal for every American, as well as. bestowed in Barack Obama's per- is crucial that people preserve the "all
explain their role in protecting the cli- sonality. Inside the US, Obama is be- for one and one for all" spirit throughlieved to be the person who will bring out the next few years, and fully remate and turning the country around.
Green jobs creation, public invest- the people back in the game of decid- alize that their hopes cannot become
ment in technologies, outreach pro- ing America's political fate, an issue reality immediately. At the same time,
grams and a strong youth job corps are especially sensitive to a nation that President-elect Obama should alregards its current administration as ways remember that he was elected
all part of what must be a successful
as much more than just the next presiNew Deal; indeed our country and the having led its people into somebody
world depend on it. We have come so else's war while refusing to deal with dent of the United States because of
far as a nation, but there is still much the problems high on people's agen- the hopes of millions that he embodto be done. Now is the time to roll up da, such as Global Warming. (With ies. One positive sign about his intenrespect to that, this election was quite tions came during his NovAth speech,
our sleeves and get to work:
different than the one in 2004 when when he said, "This victory alone is
both candidates were members of an not the change we seek; it is only the
elitist society so secret they could not chance for us to make that change."
Now, it is up to the American people
even talk about it.) Abroad, Obama's
personal story gives confidence that to ensure he gets all the support and
America still is and will continue cooperation he needs on the long road
ahead.
about your life sucking, if that's truly to be the land of opportunity, which
. is crucial, having in mind how the
how you feel.

STANISLAV ANDREEV '11

ANDREW IRWIN '10
columnist
The surrealism of such an historic
win for Barack Obama has faded, and
reality has set in. As our new president said on election night, this does
not give us the change we seek, but
only the chance to make that change.
Whatever
celebrations
.occurred
have subsided, hangovers have been
nursed, and Sarah Palin is safely separated from the rest of the country by
hundreds of miles of Canadian wilderness. We now must go back to our
daily lives, without refreshing Huffington Post or Fivethirtyeight.com
every ten minutes. Now is the time to
focus the positive energy used to elect
Obama on making the change we have
fought eight years to be able to make.
We can tackle the two greatest challenges ofthis generation in a new clean
and green New Deal. This New Deal
will not only put Americans back to
work and provide public and private
investment in green technology, but
it will use Obama-style community
organizing to reach out to all Americans, asking all of us to contribute to
the plan's success.
The President-elect has already
laid-out plans for public investment
of $150 billion over ten years in clean
energy technologies. Such an investment will create millions of green jobs
and inspire greater private investment.
This commitment must be kept, and
the groundwork for the plan must be

ccc
continued from page seven

a moderating panel is underway for
those comments that are especially
hurtful and can easily be flagged and
reported.
Though this controversial debate
might be outdated and unworthy of
further analysis to some, a student
like me who occasionally grazes the
site in my own spare time can enjoy
reading even some of the seemingly
"hurtful" comments.
I do suggest
that we as a community not get too
entrenched with feeling like we need
to live up to some necessarily "honorable standard" online. One of the best
things about anonymity in a situation
like this is that you are not being personally judged, and have the freedom
to ask embarrassing questions, or rant

For freshmen having a hard time
getting adjusted to life at Conn, I·
highly suggest posting. For ·upper
classmen who think you just might be
able to put your hard earned wisdom
to use, the site could also really use
you.
A few words of advice though before you just log on.
"OP," an acronym frequently used
throughout long wall posts, stands for
"Original Post," referencing the post
located at the very top of the screen.
Curious if people have been talking about you on the site? Just type
your name into the top right search
bar and hold your breath!
And please, for the sake of all
faithful and future site users -- can we
buckle down on this cuddling issue?
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Kings Of Leon
Fail To Live Up
To Their Goal
With OnlY !?Y the

Night
SOPHIE MAGUIRE '10
staff writer

No Work And All Play: Group Art Attack's
One-Act Play Festival Arrives
RACINE OXTOBY '11
staff writer

Also written by Ives is "Words,
Words, Words," directed by Butler.
Have you ever heard the phrase "If you
put a monkey in front of a typewriter
long enough, eventually it will write
Hamlett" In "Word, Words, Words," a
scientist goes about to prove just that
by placing three cigarette-smoking,
writer's-block-ridden
chimpanzees
in front of type'writers to observe
their actions. There are quite a few
references to the chimps' namesakes,
especially John Milton's famous poem

On Friday, November 21, Group Art
Attack, one of Connecticut College's
theater clubs on campus, will put
on a show of four one-act plays in
Oliva Hall in Cummings. A number
of students are starring in more than
one play, while some students are
even directing one play and acting
in another. The plays are absurd,
inventive, puzzling, and intriguing.
"Paradise Lost," and many allusions
Matt Gentile ' 12 will direct "The to Hamlet itself. "It's an observational
Hardy Boys and the Mystery of Where piece," deadpans Butler. "You'll
Babies Come From," a skewering
laugh. You'll cry. You'll text your
satire of the much-loved boy detectives
friends, maybe, if you get bored."
and placing the characters in awkward
The chimps, wryly named Milton
sexual and sweater-related situations. (Racine Oxtoby '11), Swift (Melanie
Graeme Butler' 10 and Ryan Love' 11 Knight '09), and Kafka (Bianca
star as the brothers, while Elly Burke Bloomfield '12), don't even know
'09 plays the seductive Nurse Ratchett what Hamlet is, so they spend most
(Adam Berard' 11 has a brief cameo of their time plotting to kill their
role as Mr. Hardy).
captor, dangling from tire swings;
Gentile, Butler, and Love have the

and working on their latest prose,

advantage of having. worked together which can be as eloquent as a page
on a separate piece during the 24- from "Paradise Lost" to as random as
Hour Theater Festival on November
the repeated pressing of the K button
8. Both plays starred Butler and Love, on the typewriter. "My character is
with Gentile directing. The chemistry Kafka, which is a lot of fun," says
between the two actors is exciting Bloomfield of her character. "She's
and hilarious. After their experience
kind of the introvert of the group. It's
together during their 24-Hour play, a bit of a challenge seeing that you
Butler says, "I'm now even more don't usually associate monkeys with
excited for the one-act we're doing introverted-ness."
The longest and perhaps most
together. "
Group
Art
Attack
president
complicated play in the bunch is
Stephanie Winter '09 is directing "Pullman Car Hiawatha," directed by
the play "Variations on the Death of Carra Cheslin ' II and written by "Our
Trotsky" by David Ives. "Basically, it Town" playwright Thornton Wilder.
considers the events surrounding the The short play is very much like "Our
death of Russian revolutionist Leon Town," and could even be considered
Trotsky and then plays with them," a prequel to the famous play, with the
says Winter. "In this version, Trotsky similar inclusion of a Stage Manager
dies eight different - and, of course, character and the simplistic setting.
absurd - ways." The story plays with Telling the story of a single train ride,
past events and fuses them with reality the play breaks down the ride to its
in unusual ways. Ives is well known core, revealing the many characters
for his imaginative, quirky one-act inside the train, the scenery that the
plays, and this is one of his more train passes, the weather, the afterlife,
well-known pieces. The play stars Jeff and time itself.
While the other plays have only three
Church and Celia Whitehead, both
sophomores, as Trotsky and his wife, orfour actors, "Pullman Car Hiawatha"
respectively, plus also David Kelley boasts eleven. The cast includes Liz
Joslin, Kristin Hutchins, Sarah Weiss,
, 11 as Ramon Mercador, Trotsky's
Bianca Bloomfield, Racine Oxtoby,
real-life murderer.

Celia Whitehead, Emily Rogers, Ryan
Love, Adam Berard, Julius Schmidt,
and Stephanie Winter. The roles range
from an insane woman to a porter to
a representation of Parkersburg, Ohio,
each role offering something new and
complex to the story and the train's
nighttime joumey to Chicago.
Besides directing "Variations on
the Death of Trotsky," Winter is also
playing the role of the Stage Manager
in "Pullman Car Hiawatha," although
she feels more at home off of the stage
as opposed to on it. "I can usually look
at a script and be able to hear in my
mind the way 1 think a line should be
delivered, but I am unable to make the
appropriate sounds come out of my
mouth," says Winter. "It's a strange
complex ... so I stick to directing, and
let the actors do the talking."
Butler also carries the double task
of directing one play and acting in
another. "I definitely find directing a
lot more difficult," he says, but adds,
"At the end, I get to see the play 1
directed, so I guess I prefer that."
Some actors even star in two plays,
adding even more to their workload
as they attempt to memorize twice the
lines and keep their characterizations
separate from each other. "Scheduling
has been kind of annoying with two
plays, plus we're all just busy in
general," says Bloomfield, who acts
in two plays. "Because they're both
one acts, though, lines weren't too
much of an issue."

What's up next for Group Art
Attack? "Though the semester is
winding down, theatrical pursuits are
not!" swears Winter. Following the
One-Act Festival, Group Art Attack
will be sponsoring two student-run
performances, both to run on the
weekend of December 5 and 6 ("Trial
Of God," directed by Shawn Palmer
, 11, and "Desdemona," directed by
Gaby Eisenman '09). Next semester,
prepare yourselves for Art Attack's
annual Dinner Theater, another go
at 24-Hour Theater (for those of you
who missed out on working on or
witnessing the performance of the first
one), and possibly a children's theater
troupe that will tour the elementary
schools in the New London area.
"I'd be happy to participate in almost
anything," says Butler brightly. "Just
so long as it's legal and theaterrelated."

The One-Act Plays Festival is
Friday, November 21, at 8pm in Oliva
Hall in Cummings. Admission is free.
Sources: Stephanie Winter (Group
Art Attack president, director, actor),
Graeme Butler (director, actor),
Bianca Bloomfield (actress)

Photos by Racine Oxtoby

"There's never a time that we'll
make a record and won't attempt to
do something better than what came
before." Says lead singer, Caleb
Followill, of the band Kirlgs of Leon.
The band's newest album, Only by the
Night, is a failed attempt to surpass
past albums. The band's three previous
albums, Youth & Young Manhood
(2003), A-Ha Shake Heartbreak
(2005), and Because of the Times
(2007) did not necessarily surpass
each other, but rather displayed the
evolution
and
experimentation

Music
Review

of the band's
sound.
Also
evident in the
sequential
listening
of
these
three
albums is the
song content.
In the beginning when Caleb, Jared,
Matthew, and Nathan Followill first
arrived in New York City, they were
country boys.
Caleb, Jared, and
Nathan spent most of their childhood
following their father's preaching trail,
camping at night and being homeschooled by their mother during the
day. In 2000, the brothers with their
cousin Matthew formed the band.
Youth & Young Manhood, the band's
first album, clearly shows the band's
early country influences by producing
a raw unique sound, whereas the later
albums attempt to achieve a forced
and generic rock 'n' roll image.
Whereas past Kings of Leon albums
have had a clear sense of humor and
intent behind the lyrics (songs about
failed sexual encounters, successful
sexual encounters, lack of sexual
encounters), Only by the Night tries
to abstract song content to the point
that one cannot tell what the song is
actually about. Overly thought out
metaphors and sometimes-improper
word use give the sense that lyricist
and lead singer, Caleb, takes himself
a little too seriously.
The band's rapid rise to fame was
catapulted when U2 and Bob Dylan
asked them to go on tour with them
as their opening act. Who wouldn't
be honored to take the stage before
Mr. Dylan? But as shown through
interviews and the evolution of the
band's sound the members seems
anything but humble.
All of the band's albums have an
impeccable production value. The
mixing of the songs highlights the
musicians' attention to detail while
displaying the range of their technical
abilities. When seen live, every song
sounds as though you were playing
the album, which comments on the
amount of thought put into each
individual composition and the band'
ability to reproduce material.
Caleb makes it clear that the Kings
of Leon will always try and make
"better" albums than their previous;
but perhaps the band should investigate
new types of sound instead of getting
sucked into the inevitability of cliche
rock 'n' roll sappy abstraction.
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Hip-Hop Re: Education Project Comes To New London
MELISSA SANCHEZ '10
co-chair of LINGG

•

This Friday, November 21, the
LINCC committee, in conjunction
with
SAC, OVCS
and many
departments will be hosting the HipHop Re:Education Project. This all day
event is the brainchild of professor/
rapper extraordinaire Gabe Chandler,
who serves as the chair of the Special
Event committee for the LINCC
committee. The LINCC committee
is a student-run organization chaired
by Riordan Frost and myself, whose
mission is to build and strengthen
ties between the College and the New
London community.
The day begins at 2 PM outside of
Cro with a Graffiti Mural Workshop
featuring the artist Borish of the Trust
Your Struggle COllective of NYC.
The collective "strives through art and
visual mediums to back and support
anyone who is pushing to make the
changes we all are looking to see in the
world." Through their art and support,
Trust Your Struggle aims to remind
people that own, trust, believe, love
and have faith in their struggles. You
can check out some of the work that
they have done across the country on

thei~ website, www.trustyourstruggle.
com
Hip-hop emerged as a political
movement giving voice and agency to
many individuals
spreading social
consciousness.
A
common
hour (3pm) will
follow the graffiti
workshop
in
Blaustein
210
with the members
of
3"
Party.
Rappers
an
educators
from
the New York
City public school
system will be
speaking
abou
using hip-hop as
an
educationa~
tool to reach inne9
city youth. The
common
hour
will be facilitated by Professor David
Canton of the History Department.
At 4 PM there is a Hip-Hop/Spoken
Word workshop with Farbeon of 3"
Party in Blaustein 203 and at 5 PM,
a Bboy workshop will take place in
the Myers Dance Studio in Cro. All
the events that have been scheduled

for the day are
Everything that
the culminating
first off-campus

for your enjoyment.
is going on leads to
event of the year's
Friday Nights Live
NL)!
The
concert
ill
be
held
at the recently
enovated venue,
1n' Gee, located
t 86 Golden
Street in New
ondon. Rootedin
he fundamentals
of the live show
nd tru skool
-"---,
rinciples Hired
Gun,
Rabbi
arkside
(of
TV's "Made"),
nd Farbeon of
rd
Party set out
'to make you
think, make you
move, and fall
in love with hip hop music all over
again. With influences spanning
almost every genre of music and'
hailing from all parts of the US from
Texas to Buffalo, each member brings
a distinct style that mixes and blends
to create a unified sound that has
rocked DC, Minnesota, Boston, New

"more than ordinary"-A
atmosphere to be set.
, It also seemed like quite a few more
sophomores stepped up to the plate
staff writer
this year as well. About one third
of the pieces in the show were from
There was something different about sophomores. Sophomore dancer and
this fall's Dance Club show, "More choreographer Courtney Blanch said,
Than Ordinary." It was not that there "I'm really proud and honored to have
were perhaps a few more pieces than been a choreographer in a department
usual. It was not that the costumes
that is so accomplished with so many
were different. !t was the movement;
brilliant students and faculty."
it was more than ordinary.
This was Blanch's first time being
"It seems like for the first time 'on the choreographer side of Dance
you could watch a dance and not say Club and she admits, "It's a totally
'Oh, that's a David movement' or different experience. As a dancer you
'that's a Heidi movement.' Students only focus on yourself and if you are
were being noticeably original," said moving and performing the way that
Welbith Mota' I O.
the choreographer wants you to be.
At the final show, there was a "pre- Being the choreographer, it's all on
show" that included two pieces. This you-you have all of the dancers to
was something that has previously not focus on and direct."
been done before in Dance Club and
A theme in this fall's show was the
spiced things up a bit. Dancers were use of props. One used a table, one
dancing while the audience was still used a bureau, another chairs, and
coming in so it allowed for a casual even a TV was used. Feathers and

AMY M. FALK '11

York City, 'and Connecticut." You can
check out their MySpace to listen to
some of their music, and to learn more
about the band, visit www.myspace.
com/3rdparty.
Opening for 3"' party is a band that
formed Conn. Frequency activism
includes Amy Hannum ofInformation
Services and Professor Chandler of
the Statistics department. Their style
as described by Chandler aka "MC
stat" is "punch you in the mouth
funk." It is, in other 'words, a full funk
band with emcees trading off with a
jazz vocalist with dense, politically
charged lyrics layered with aDJ.
Fridaywill bea day full of excitement
for everyone, and it is a wonderful
opportunity to bring hip-hop to a
campus where it is often absent. Free
transportation will be provided by the
CamelVan, which will begin running
exclusively downtown starting at 9
PM and will stop right in front of the
El n'Gee. So grab your friends, head
downtown and be ready to be blown
away by extremely talented hip-hop
artist.

Breath Of Fresh Air

spewing pearls were also utilized.
Hopefully
this new trend of
originality will continue to resonate
with the students in the dance

department throughout the year. The
next Dance Club show is in February
and here's hoping that it will, as well,
be more than ordinary.

"After The Fall" Showcases Conn Actors' Talents
ANDREW PALLADINO '09
staff writer
One can only assume that the
popularity of the television show Mad
Men is what inspired the selection of
"After the Fall" as a play for the school
to put on. Just as the show revisited the
'50s and '60s with nostalgia, so too
does this play. Some of the costumes
even look like they were taken directly
from the set. Nonetheless, "After the

Photo courtesy of TheaterDepartment

Fall" is a solid show with a strong and
impressive lead performance from
Stewart Steele' 10.
He plays a man called Quentin,
essentially a figure not unlike the
play's author Arthur Miller (also
known for having written some things
you may have read in high school like
The Crucible). Although a lawyer
and not a writer, the play is not about
Quentin's professional life as it is
his personal life. We get to see his
interactions with his family, friends,
co-workers, and, of course, wives.
With the last of which, Maggie (Rosa
Gilmore), many parallels can be seen
to Miller's own real-life wife, actress
Marilyn Monroe.
A common problem with the plays
that the school chooses to put on is
that they are very difficult to follow
(especially evident in the last one,
"Language of Angels"), and "After
the Fall" is no exception. Although
it won't leave you scratching your
head wondering what just happened
the way "Angels" did, it is still very
mixed-up and unclear at times. The
play is a collection of memories from
the mind of Quentin, and none are
shown in any sensible order. We don't
know who is alive or dead at points in
the story unless they are in the scenes.
Really, Theater Department, would it
kill you to choose a play in which the
average viewer can actually follow
the events?
Having said that, the notes written

by director Michael Lerner inside
the program are valuable beyond
words. Without' them, one would be
totally oblivious to all the references
made to Miller's life and what these
people meant to him. These are
things that only someone who's really
researched the subject would know,
and all essential to the experience of
viewing the play. Mr. Lerner cannot
be commended enough for going out
of his way to provide some helpful
explanations to the audience. All
future directors ought to put as much
consideration into their notes.
Another problem is length; this play
is extremely long. With a running
time of nearly three hours, you'll be
glancing at your watch more often
than usual wondering how much
longer is it going to be. There is one
intermission, but that doesn't take
place until an hour and a half into the
play! Those with limited patience and
expecting a short diversion are not
going to be very happy.
But where this play excels is the
acting, and none of the performers
disappoint. The quality of the play
is really dependent on the character
of Quentin and Steele is amazing in
the part. He is engaging and dynamic,
someone you don't at all mind having
to follow for three hours. Gilmore is
also remarkable. The main focus of
Quentin's life in the second half of
the play, she does not play Maggie as
a Monroe caricature, like it would be

easy to do, but as a separate woman
who is her own person. Monica
Raymunt (who will be directing a
play in the spring) plays Quentin's
wife in the first part of the play.
Another impressive performance, she
took a character that many would find
boring and makes her interesting and
sympathetic. Thre'e actors - Anders
Nielsen, Jeffrey Church, and Hanna
Burnett - portray multiple characters
and make each one so different that it as
well have been new actor altogether.
Rounding out the cast are two more
powerful actresses: Annie Brown, as
a woman who guides Quentin through
former concentration camps and later
becomes a love interest, and Emily
Greenburg, as Quentin'S mother. Both
appear sporadically throughout the
play and whenever they show up,
steal the show.
"After the Fall" is a triumph of the
talent at this school. The faults are all
things that would apply to any other
production of the same play, so it's
where things would be different that
this production shines. Next time
though, the school should really' pick
a play with a story that everyone can
follow and that finishes in a reasonable
amount of time.

a
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Men's Ice Hockey
Experienced Group Intends
To Finish At The Top

BEN EAGLE '09
editor-In-chief

/

Men's Basketball
continued from page twelve
utes down low, and the team's style
has been "tailored more to his style of
play," according to Bernier. Porter is
smaller but faster than Stone, so "he'll
be doing less banging down low, and
try to take his man off the dribble
more." Karis cited Porter's ability to
run the floor as a potential asset for
a team that is looking to increase its
tempo after attempting the fewest
shots in the NESCAC.
The Camels run the Princeton offense, which uses spacing, backdoor
cuts, and screens to get baskets. It can
be potent when run properly (Georgetown is a notable example on the college level), but it requires experience
and an unselfish commitment to executing on every possession. The team
will look to Veras and sophomore
Scott Siedor for this commitment as
the team's workhorses. Bernier noted

•

-

Following a season that saw the Connecticut College Men's Hockey Team
post a 10-13-2 record, the pressure for
them to perform is palpable. The team
only graduated three seniors, and their
top young performers are expected to
take another step forward this season.
..M'anyteams would try and tamper expectations, but not Coach James Ward
and his team. "Our goal this season
isto finish in the top four teams in the
league ... from there, we want to win
the NESCAC."
Helping the team achieve this goal
is a bevy of returners. Senior Robbie
Tesar, who had a benevolent breakout last year when lie Tea the team
in assists (11), is expected to continue
doling out the puck to his teammates.
"When Robbie moves the puck,"
Coach Ward said, "he complements
several different players on our team
very well."
Tesar will most likely find sophomore Ryan Riffee on more occasions
than not. Riffee, who was the leading scorer among returners with eight
goals, hopes to make a leap in his second year with his team. Fellow sophomore Jordan Gray, who was also
amongst the league leading freshman
scorers, hopes to grow similarly.
Defensively, the Camels hope to be
stingy. Their defensive line returns
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three seniors, and seven players overall, a fact, which according to Coach
Ward, "should pay dividends in terms
of brining their experienced play to
the rink every game, every night."
Senior Brian Warner, should set the
tone for the defense night in, night
out. The fourth-year player was tied
for seventh in the NESCAC defensemen scoring; and was fourth on the
Camel squad in terms of + -.
Regardless of how your defensemen
play, it is a moot point if your goalie is
a sieve. Luckily for the Camels, goalie
Greg Parker is among the best in the
NESCAC. The recipient of the Rookie of the Year for the 2006-7 season,
'and an All-Conference selection last
year, Parker is the anchor for the Connecticut College defense, and Coach
lanreSCWard canno sa enough about
him. "Greg is talented and gives us a
chance to be successful in every game
we play."
The Camels will need continuity if
they expect to make it through November with a winning record. They
open the season November 21, at #7
Middlebury. From there, they move
on to play at Williams. And November ends with their most emotional
game: A November 29 battle against
Amherst College, the team that ended
their championship hopes last year.

•
•
•
•
•

the importance of these second year
Camels. "The big thing for us this
year will be our sophomores. They'll
definitely be key contributors. Bike
Mike [Lehane] will playa lot. Dean
[Lampe] and Con or [Sheehy] both
worked really hard on their shots in
the off-season. Scott moved to the
guard, and will give us tons of valuable minutes."
When asked about their goal for
the upcoming season, Karis said that
they have made it a policy the past
few years take things one game at a
time. Though this is generally a good
policy, there are a couple of teams that
will be impossible to ignore. Amherst
made it to the national championship game last year, Williams is Williams, Trinity has returned a number
of strong players and gotten an infusion of young talent, Bowdoin is well
coached and is bringing their big man
back.

Keys to the season:
Will the small lineups this year be able to
overcome and improve on last year's l Oth
place rebounding margin.
Create turnovers, score easy buckets. Speed
up the offense.
Will the 3-point line being moved 1 foot
back affect the game?
Will the diaper dandies be ready to contribute by the time league play starts?
Will the students show up? Conn was second worst in home attendance last year.
What roles will Shavar Bernier and Billy
Karis be forced to play offensively?

Women's Ice Hockey
continued from page twelve
Lindmark and Cookie Smith. All
three athletes were, huge contributors last season and understand their
importance as leaders going into this
season.
Leading the way for the
Camels is Caroline Jeffery '09, who
tallied nine goals for the season and
12 points
While they might not have as much
experience, two sophomores are returning to top their impressive rookie
seasons: Celia Medeiros, who totaled
ten points to go along with six goals
and Brigid O'Gorman who supplied

five goals and nine' points. Captain
Rachel Lindmark also should have
a successful season after gathering
three goals and eight points in important conference play.
Six rookies, who Coach Steele is
just as praiseworthy of, will join these
veterans. "[These] newcomers bring
added speed, skill and toughness to
the group," Coach Steele said.
The team is tougher and faster than
ever before and is ready to prove that
the Camels are one of the top teams
in the NESCAC. Connecticut College will host the Bowdin Polar Bears
in the first home game this season, on
Novemeber 21 at 7:00 PM.

Women's Basketball
continued from page twelve
where in her senior season, her team
made it to the NCAA Tournament.
The team is pleased with the new
addition to their coaching staff. Cocaptain, Emily Cummings said, "[0]
ur new assistant coach has been great.
She has contributed with her knowledge and experience of the game. She
knows what it takes to win and she is
passing that winning spirit and drive
on to our team."
Following the graduation of a dominating senior class, the Camels have
revamped their strategy and team philosophy. This year, they will rely on
their depth and versatility rather than
the offensive skill of just one player.
Each player will need to contribute
for the team to succeed. Cummings
spoke of the offensive and defensive changes for the coming season.
She said, "On the offensive end, we
are looking to become an up-tempo
team. We have the speed to push the
ball and that is how we plan on scoring a majority of our points. On the

defensive end, Coach Hungerford has
implemented a run-and-jump defense.
This is defense that pressures guards
and wears down our opponents. We
are looking to get a lot of steals and
turnovers from this defense that will
in turn spark our offense."
The Camels will look to junior Jackie DeFeo to run the offense and to set
their defensive tempo. Sophomore,
Tori Verrengia will create a presence
on the wing, and Juniors Amy Towne,
Rita Holak, and Laura Coderre will
control the post.
The freshman class will also be a
key. component for the team's success this year. Jaqueline and Jennifer
Shinnall, Pinky Fifield, and Alyssa
Perrachio will all contribute at guard.
Kim Horne and Taylor Sawatzki will
play forward for the Camels.
The Camels have set their expectations high, aspiring to end with a winning record, qualify for the NESCAC
tournament, and establish themselves
as a threat in and out of conference.

Senior Tri-Captain, Emily Mason will be one a/several veterans hoping fO return Connecticut
College Women's Ice Hockey top-the NESCAC Playoffs,
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Winter Sports Kick Into Full Swing
Men's Basketball

With Different Personnel, Camels Will
Look to Change Style Of Play

PETER HEINZ '09
staff writer
With their home opener coming up
on Tuesday, November 18, against
Fitchburg State, the Connecticut College Men's Basketball team is ready
to start putting its work in practice
to use. Though the comparisons to

last year's team will be constant, this experience.
year's team will be different both in
Despite their losses, the team this
terms of personnel as well as style. year will not be short on talent. JuAmong the key players lost were . nior Shavar Bernier, and Seniors Billy
Charles Stone, the team leader in scor- Karis and Ulises Veras have returned
ing, rebounding, and assists; Chris- and will be expected to playa much
tian Mosley, the starting point guard larger role. Instead of relying on deand the best shooter on the third best liberate execution and precise 3-polnt
3-point shooting team 'in Division III shooting, Bernier says, "we're going
basketball; and Jeff Young who pro- to try to get to the basket more, shoot
vided great perirrieter play, size, and a few less 3's, and we're going to need

to get some easy transition baskets."
In the past, the Camels ran a great
deal of their offense through Stone,
and though he will be missed, his
absence will allow the team to play
faster. Freshman big man Demetrius
Porter will be getting a lot of min-

SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL
continued on page eleven

Women's Ice Hockey

Women's

Veteran Team Hopes To Return To Playoffs

Basketball

Young Team
Looks To Form
Own Identity
ELLEN CAVANAUGH '10
staff writer

MARISSA DEMAIS '11
staff writer
The Connecticut College Women's
hockey team is ready and anxious to
break the ice on the 2008-2009 season.
For the first time in program history
the Camels will be a veteran team, teturning an impressive 19 players. The
Camels hope to parlay this experience

into a successful 2008-09 season.
Last year saw the Camels enter the
NESCAC playoffs with their highest
seeding in program history. They were
the fifth seed in NESCAC playoffs,
and after a well-fought loss in the first
round to Colby the squad has resolved
to travel deep into the playoffs. With
their veteran experience they might
have the ability to doso, Coach Steele
understands the potential of her team,

"All returning skaters have significant
game experience under their belt," she
said, "and we will look to use that to
our advantage this season. As a unit
our returners [sic] are fast, tough and
persistent. "
Leading this veteran group will be
tri-captains Emily Mason, Rachel

After weeks of intense pre-season
training, the Connecticut College
Women's Basketball Team advances
towards their November 18 opener
against Western Connecticut State
University. Last winter the Camels
played their most successful season
(12-12) since 1997. They hope to
continue building on the program's
achievement,
acknowledging
and
seeking to overcome the challenge
that the graduation of their three senior captains will pose. Junior cocaptains, Emily Cummings and Rita
Holak will provide leadership for the
young team, which consists mainly of
freshman and juniors.
At the conclusion of their 2007 -2008
season, the Camels said goodbye to
graduate assistant coach, Jess Baker,
and welcomed new assistant coach,
Christy Herbst. Herbst graduated in
2008 from St. Lawrence University,
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